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About This Game
Fantasy Mosaics 14: Fourth Color is a multi-color nonogram game that features pixel art puzzle designs. Use your logic and
intuition to discover vivid images hidden in the patterns of numbers.
Your progress in the game helps build a beautiful landscape and discover inhabitants of the fantasy world. Get ready to earn
achievements featuring stars and cups awarded at the end of each level.
Enjoy this installment with exciting innovations that make the puzzles even more fun and challenging!
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good game gamers. This is one of the most easy-to-use recording software that have really good features. i just hope it will be
something bigger one day. Good Graphics. So far Good Story too. I cant play for long amounts cuz of the horror aspect of this
game. But i Like it.
Apart from some minor graphics bugs, this is a must buy for horror fans.. Great game for killing time, even better if ur stoned
off shrooms or weed and you can just listen to tunes while jacking around on the game. If you actually want to get far, you have
to have some patience tho.. The Grave Digger is a good game. I would sum up its positives as follows:
+ Original setting - who would have said gravedigging can be so much fun? :)
+ Good atmosphere -\u0096 the game can get pretty scary and intense when being chased by ghosts
+ Humor \u0096- this is one of the few games recently where I was laughing loud
+ Solid gameplay \u0096- you wander through the cemetery, desecrate graves and collect loot, find map fragments to hidden
buried keys and avoid \/ run from different ghosts. There are several ghost types which require different strategies \u0096- for
instance slow ones which you can lure away and outrun, blind ghosts which can be lured away by noises made by other ghosts
(which you need to provoke), etc.
+ The graphics are simple, but the game still looks pretty, especially the different cemeteries with some nice level design
+ Good atmospheric sound and music. First of all, hi everyone, I got this game for 2.40\u20ac just out of curiosity.
Now about the game...
I'll start with the misleading installation size. Its not 70GB, its 0.7GB. The content is as expected.
Fun fact, the game shows compatibility with oculus only, but in the menus it shows the controller's functions on a vive
controller.
Now the touch controllers... are used as buttons. Oh and center the view.
The movement control is non-exstant, sort of railed shooter type.
The targeting is done with the head. There is an always out of focus crosshair to help you shoot and give you a headache in the
process, as a bonus. Also, if you shoot with both guns (one controller, one button), the projectiles hit each other before reaching
the enemy, so you have to pull the 2nd trigger with a small delay.
The sound in the game, I cannot tell because there wasn't any. For some reason everything was silent.
I ONLY played the first level, fighting some pathetic walkers with glitching legs, and once I reached the immaginary finish line,
the game froze displaying "victory" on the top side of the hud.
IMO, keep away. I'm uninstalling.. Awesome game. The puzzles themselves are challenging but the speed of the game makes it
really addictive.. Aurogon gave a fantastic and phenomenal Chinese-culture ARPG back to the worldwide players, especially for
the Far Easterners. It is likely the first game that combines the textual Chinese mythology and culture with an RTS ARPG.
Although compared with the world-class similar games as FF XV and the Witcher 3, Gujian 3 still has several in-game
performance bugs somewhat not friendly with players. However, its huge improvements and the meaning of a milestone of the
Chinese-culture ARPG far more than make up for its few downsides. No need to mention its game budget is also the lowest
among these world-class ARPGs. Everyone who has a good understanding of Chinese and is interested in the Chinese culture
and myths is highly recommended for this game. You won't get disappointed.
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Little ancient but still worth playing
Steampunk shooter with some building climbing 10\/10. One of the best flight sims in the universe.
Made back in the days when a flight sim needed a joystick , because thats how you fly a spaceship.

(About canon : the game is not canon , its part of Legends , however most of the ships in the game are canon , including the
YT-2000 and those that are not fit so well into the universe that chances are they will be made canon once again.)
Skirmish mode is one of the best things ever
Bare in mind I have a low play time, this is because I still use my disk based version of the game, but I have played this game at
least monthly from 1999 to today. It is enjoyable but not a great replacement for Games like Masters Of Orion or Galactic
Civilizations. Those are much better games than this.. The Sounds a creepy but
and you gonna find out what happen in this place by
searching room's
so maybe i come back here and i review it again. fun and all action!. If you enjoy puzzle games that remind you of Myst, ignore
the negative reviews here and give this game a shot. Elansar is pretty good game. The puzzles and plot both make sense and tie
together well. The game had an engaging story, and it's definitely worth at least the $1 it's being sold for.
It's true that it's short and has little replay value, but there are no bugs and it does come across as a finished product. I felt a
sense of accomplishment when I beat it. One minor issue is that once you beat the game you can't play anymore unless you
manually delete your save data or reinstall the game, but if you solved this game's puzzles then this is no problem.
Bottom line: If being stuck on a mysterious island appeals to you, give this a shot to cut your teeth on before moving up to some
of the longer, more difficult games.. complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
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